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The contributions to the anomalous magnetic momant of 

the muon due to possible couplings of scalar and vector bosons to 

lepton pairs are calculated at second order. From the results 

obtained and the comparison between the experimental and theoretical 

values of &-(g-2) 
CI 

we find new stringent tests on several theories 
4 

which have been recently put forward. 
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1. There have been recent developments in the measurement of 

the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. The most precise experi- 

mental result which has been reported is 

K (11666 + 5) x 10 -7 
. 

P 

It is the purpose of this note to discuss how this measurement yields 

new stringent tests on several theories which have been recently put 

forward. 

The possible contributions to K have been summarized recently 
2 CI 3-7 

by Kinoshita. The theoretical prediction is 

K 

'Th. 
= (11655.3 2 0.2) x 1O-7 . 

(1) 

(2) 

The error here is a combined upper limit from uncertainties in the value 
4 5 

of the fine structure constant CL, the sixth order radiative corrections ; 
6 

hadronic contributions to the photon propagator ; and the weak contri- 
7 

bution. 

We have calculated the second order contribution to K due to 
P 

a possible vector or scalar exchange of mass M and minimal coupling constant f 

to leptons. Two different methods were used, the usual Feynman rules 

and a dispersion relation technique. In the latter case, we write a 

d.ispersion relation for the magnetic moment form factor F2(q2) and 

calculate the absorptive amplitude from the unitarity condition, using 

the p+p' 
8 

intermediate state only. The result is @ S 4mP2/M2) 
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f2 1 
6Kw = F2(0) = - 

s 
P(z) f2 

8~~~ dz ~~+(l-z)~~/xn 2 
- 
=-A(h) 8x2 , (3) 

IJ 

with 

/ z2(2-2) 
P(z)=\ 

i, 2z2(1-2) 

(Scalar) 

(Vector) 

3 -- 
2 
4, 2- (3h-4)log h h2 

$+ 

A(h) = 

: 

-1 

(l-h)% 

log 1+(1-h); (h < 1) 
1-(1-h) 

@(A) = ( 
i 

1 

(h-$ 
cos-l (Y) (h>l) . 

The asymptotic behavior of 6K cI for M2 >> m 2 is 
CL 

f 

(Scalar) 

(Vector) 

(4) 

(Scalar) 

(Vector); (5) 

and for M2 << m 
2 

II 
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2 
6K =2X 

li 

’ 

(Scalar) 

(Vector) (6) 

2. The standard use of the comparison between the experimental value 

of K and K 
CI 'Th. 

has been to check the validity of quantum electrodynamics 

at high momentum transfers. Assuming a modification in the photon propa- 
9,lO 

gator of the form 

11 1 A2 --,- - - = 
q2 q2 q2 -A2 

'rx (- 
A2-q2 

> 
4 

11 
one is led to a negative correction 

z!d z-g 
2 4 

mCI 
K 

A2 

+ 0 (L) . 
v A4 

On the other hand, from the comparison between (1) and (2), we have 

K -K 4 

' 'Th. 
K 

= (0.92 + 0.43) x lo-3 ; 

(7) 

(8) 

29 

hence a lower limit on A is obtained 
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A > 42 m m 4.5 BeV, (3 s.d. effect) 
CL 

(10) 

which is the best limit to be placed yet on the validity of quantum 

electrodynamics. 

3. It has been recently shown that the possible identity between 
12 

hadronic currents and corresponding vector and axial-vector field operators 

leads to a specific set of commutation relations, the so-called algebra 
13 14 

of fields, which is simpler than the usual current algebra. The 

possibility that the leptonic part of the electromagnetic current also 
15 

satisfies the algebra of fields has been discussed by Lee and Zumino. 

Such a possibility has been demonstrated, explicitly, within the context 

of a model which postulates the existence of a direct coupling of lepton 

pairs to a new (hypothetical) neutral vector boson (B'). This coupling 

has precise experimental consequences. Thus, e.g., it has been shown 
15 

by Lee and Zumino, that from its possible contribution to the scat- 

tering of charge leptons, and the present knowledge on electron-electron 
16 

scattering experiments, one expects 

a 1 

(0.76 BeV)2 rv (9 BeV)2 
(95% Confidence). (11) 

where MB denotes the mass of the B" boson and fB its coupling constant 

to lepton pairs. 

A more stringent upper limit on (fB2/4n)/MB2 can be obtained from 

the possible contribution of B" exchange to the anomalous magnetic moment 
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of the muon. Indeed, from the result obtained in Eq. (5) (vector case) 

and using Eq. (9) we are led to the following 95% confidence limit: 

1 

(24 BeV)2 . 
(12) 

On the other hand, the discrepancy between the values in Eqs. (1) and (2) 

could be regarded as indicative of the existence of the B" boson, with 

mass and coupling constant such that (fB2/4x)/MB2 'z l/(33 BeV)2. 

The above analysis ignores possible modifications of the lepton 

form factors due to the existence of the B". In one possible model, 
15 

which is analogous to the theory of reference 12 for the isovector current, 

the lepton current Jvy E (MB2/fB)Bv obeys the (renormalized) equation of 

motion of a vector field: 

$Q~~B,-~,B~) + MB~BV = JV~ . 

The lepton form factors are then spin projections of 

where ]p > and 
15 

Ip+q > are electron (or muon) states . In an alternate 

model, photons do not couple directly to the B field. The source of 

the electromagnetic field and also the unrenormalized B field is 

% = Jrergke + Tprv*,. In this c&e, one finds for the lepton form factor 

FV 
= < plJ,'lP+q' = 

33 -q 
IJ,BlP+s > 

(13) 

(14) 

FV 
= < p]s&J+q > = < PIJvBh+q > (15) 

where MO is the bare mass of the B. It is reasonable to assume that 



< p/JyB Ip+q > does not increase for 
3 ') 

large 
2 space-like q . Also, we shall 

take M L o >> MB&; (14) and (15) then lead to experimental restrictions on 

MB independent of the magnitude of fB: 

i> e-e scattering: the one photon exchange matrix element is modified 

by a factor (~B~/(s~-q~))~. Prom reference 16, s > 0.76 BeV (95% conf.). 
17 

ii) 4k2)p: from Eqs. (7)-(g), s >.6 BeV (99% conf.). 

iii) e-p scattering: the presence of an electron form factor leads to 

a l/q6 2> 2 (or faster) fall off for the observed form factors when q N I 
18 73. 

The present experimental results imply a limit on MB 2 3 BeV. 

4. The anomalous magnetic moment measurement also places limits on 

two other (hypothetical) bosons which have been recently proposed to explain 

-7- 

the -l/4 MHz discrepancy between theory and experiment in the Lamb shift 
19,20 

; 

(the splitting 2Sk-2Ps in H and D). 
2 4 

As Yennie has emphasized, the Lamb shift discrepancy could be 

reconciled by the presence of a new interaction that is weak, repulsive, 

and long ranged. If the interaction is due to a scalar meson coupling (SO), 

as proposed by Yennie and Parley, then its effect would be of higher 

order in e-p scattering; also r[ ' --+ So+7 is forbidden. Assuming a universal 

coupling of So to all charged particles f2/4n z a' we find from Eq. (6) 

a possible contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment 8K = 3a’/4r( x 

[l+O(c']; hence, using Eq. (9), ~?/a < 1.2 x 10e3 (95% co!f.). On MS 

P 
the other hand, the 2 s.d. discrepancy between theory and experiment for 

KCI could be regarded as evidence for the existence of the scalar inter- 

action. The values of MS and a' needed to fit both the Lamb shift 

10W8) and Kw are MS w -4 lOMeVanda'/~~6xlO . 
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We notice that a vector interaction with the above couplings and 

mass is ruled out because of the appreciable Dalitz pair rate which is pre- 

dicted in go -+ y+V" -, y+e+-e-. 

It is, however, possible that there is a new vector meson Vn 

which couples photons only to hadrons (as p") with mass s.70 MeV and small 
22 * 

coupling constant e. In-this case YC' -, r+e++e' would display a very 

narrow resonance in the pair distribution. Also, the form factors 

obtained from electron-proton scattering would be modified, for small q2, 

by a term cmV2/(mV2-q2). As seen in Fig. 1 of reference 20, the resulting 

modifications of the form factors are not excluded by experiment for 

mV 5 70 MeV; in fact, the data show a hint of a change in slope at small 

q2., although this may well be due to a common systematic error in the 

analysis of the experiments. The effect of the proton electric form 

factor GEp(q2) on the Lamb shift in H is 

AE = ;(~a)~ me[me2 Gip(q2=O)l 
l (16) 

The Lamb shift discrepancy would be resolved if G' 
Ep( O) were tripled; 

. I.e., if E/mV2 2 0.02/(70 MeV)2. 

The corresponding contribution of this V" coupling to the anomalous 

magnetic moment of the muon is 6K /K = f2pb(h), where A = 4m 2/ 2 
cr P cL 5 , and 

% is defined in Eq. (4). For no * 70 MeV, this gives a correction to 

'%h. 
within the limits given in Eq. (9). 

We note that the V" coupling also induces a small change in the 

ground state HFS splitting in H. It is, however, - 'Ippm, which is not 

seriously inconsistent with experiment. 

One of the authors (EdeR) wishes to thank Dr. Alfred Mueller for 

several helpful discussions. 
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